Our Technology - Your Advantage
Individual production according to your requirements

Our standard range of laboratory coolers includes over 40 models. These chillers, commonly
referred to as KÜHLMOBIL, have cooling capacities between 180 watts and 40 kW.
But there are many more variations available with higher cooling capacities, almost all of these can be
classified according to the following characteristics:
Chiller with a compressor and air-cooled active cooling (waste-air will enter the ambient room)
Chiller with a compressor and water-cooled active cooling (no waste-air to the ambient room)
Water-Water chiller (system separator) without active cooling (up to 150 kW)
Flow through chiller without a tank
Chiller cooled with a fan only
Combination appliances, of a chiller with a compressor air-cooled and also water-cooled in the
same device; 2 in 1
Chiller with a compressor and air-cooled active cooling as split version, part inside and part outside
the room (no waste-air or noise to the ambient room)
Air-cooled, water-cooled chillers or water-water chillers (system separators) without active cooling,
for use with distilled water. The water side is constructed from V2A stainless steel and synthetic
material.
Air-cooled, water-cooled chillers or water-water chillers (system separators) without active cooling,
for use with distilled water with constant conductance via an extra ion exchanger with it´s own
circuit. The water side is constructed from V2A stainless steel and synthetic material.
Combination appliances of a chiller with a compressor air-cooled and also as water-water cooled in
the same device; 2 in 1
Flow through chiller with pump for cooling external open tanks or for example trout pools
Closed cooling systems, instead of half open systems
Cooling solutions in a special case for placements inside floor spaces
Air-cooled chillers, for use ourdoors
Special chiller with special options as an air-cooled or water-cooled version

This product range is complemented by a wide selection of options, variations and recommended
accessories, e.g. PVC tubing, remote control, bypass, multiple distributor, etc.
From all these possibilities, we configure exactly the device that suits your individual application.
Contact us!
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